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Lesson plan 

Market research 
Luke Perry 

The big picture This lesson is aimed as AS/first-year business students. It will form part of the 
unit on marketing. This should also play a big part of the application skills 
expected of students and the basics regarding the theory of market research. 

Learning 
objectives 

! Students should be able to demonstrate an understanding of key theory 
(AO1). 

! Students will be able to apply this theory to a number of business 
scenarios (AO2). 

Starter activity  1 Students read ‘Ten things you need to know about market research’ 
(pp. 16–17). 

2 Set a multiple-choice test on market research.  

3 Students to answer A, B, C or D but next to their response they need to 
put HIGH, MEDIUM or LOW to represent their confidence. This will eliminate 
any guessing and tells you as a teacher what areas to focus on. 

Scoring then goes like this: 

Correct and High: 4 marks; Incorrect and High: –6 marks 

Correct and Medium: 2 marks; Incorrect and Medium: –2 marks 

Correct and Low: 1 mark; Incorrect and Low: –1 mark 

This method makes students think about areas that they need to revise and 
is good for increasing confidence. 

Lesson activities 1 Teacher to highlight how this topic links to the market maths (market 
growth and market share) already studied.  

2 Teacher to provide students with data on 2015 and 2016 sales figures for 
each business. 

3 Students to complete a series of questions and also state what further 
primary research is required. They need to produce a proposal on how it will 
be conducted e.g. 

! What methods to use and why (AO4 skills). 

! What sampling methods will be used and why. 

! What will the sample will be and how this will be conducted. 
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Plenary   Students to share ideas on how best to find out the information required. 
Teacher to focus students on analytical and evaluative skills. 

Homework task  Set 9-mark analysis past paper question. 

Assessment 
opportunities  

A01, AO2 and AO4 could be integrated into a student response.  

Differentiation The homework task could have optional questions based on difficulty. 
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